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ABSTRACT

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) are improving the health care services throughout the world. In health care system, ICT involve application of information and communication processing using computer for storage, recovery, sharing and use of knowledge on uses of medicines and patient-centred services. Similarly, web-based system, e-prescription, automated dispensing system, mobile technology and innovations in ICT tools are giving a way to access the data in health care sector all over the world. In healthcare system, ICTs can enhance the qualities of services to dispense the medicines and to maintain the data on patients medication history and patients safety. With this information, this review article mainly focused on overview of ICT tools application in healthcare system.
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Introduction

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have been used widely in healthcare system of developed countries with more advances. ICT provides chances for individuals and health professionals to get information as well as communicate with other healthcare professionals in an easy manner.

Benefits of ICT in Health Care System

• ICT can be used for the storage of structured patient records in the hospital. Further, ICT can allow the electronic prescribing, dispensing and administration of drugs in the hospital.
• ICT can automate the handling of medicines. ICT provides idea to monitor the efficacy and safety of drugs.
• ICT can improve patient safety. Health professionals can give quality care on patients’ safety and drug efficacy.
• ICT helps to health professionals to access the patient record systems for professional decision-making in providing patient-centred services.

Internet and Web-based Platforms

The internet has been used by health professional for easy communications. Now, the usage of internet by health professionals has been increased in order to display and distribute information on drug and patient safety.
E-Prescribing

E-Prescribing is growing rapidly and showing significant benefits for patients and physicians. In U.S. now allows e-prescribing, including e-prescribing of controlled substances. E-prescribing is showing following key-benefits:

- It helps to prevent prescription drug errors.
- It gives idea on Automated clinical decision support.
- Collect the patient’s medication history.
- Identify the use requirements for electronic prescriptions.
- Collect the patient fulfillment of prescriptions.

Automated Dispensing System

Robotic dispensing systems can count tablets, label the prescription vial, store the number of medications in the pharmacy. It can give the patient information to ensure accuracy. Robots Dispensing systems are being used in community pharmacy in some of UK hospital. This robot’s system has ability to handle high volumes of dispensing of medicines in community pharmacy and to release pharmacists to develop and deliver patient-centred services. The robotic automated dispensing system having following advantages such as reducing dispensing, errors, improving the efficiency of dispensing process, optimizing the use of space in the hospital pharmacy departments.

Use of Mobile Technology in Health Care

Mobile technology gives opportunities for health professionals in order to improve and assess medication adherence in patients. Use of mobile technology in health care system provides following benefits such as helps to ensure the medication dosages, patients can easily manage their own medications, better communication with health professionals on prescription updates, improved patient health through medication adherence.

ICT-Tools in Medical Education

ALEX (Advanced Learning Exchange) - ICT Tool: It is an online medical education system.

Learning Activities

Waves: Using ALEX-ICT tool, the students can identify wave properties such as crest, trough, wavelength, amplitude, and frequency. It can give idea on relationship between frequency, amplitude, and wavelength. It can provide idea to create a model of a wave.

Kahoot - ICT Tool: The student can able to solve equations and inequalities with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Name That-nym - ICT Tool: The students can able to understand the words by relating them to opposites (antonyms) and to words with similar but not identical meanings (synonyms).

Voki: It is a fun tool that students can use to complete their classwork, assignments or projects in the class room or home.

WISE-MD (Web-based Initiative in Surgical Education) - ICT Tool: This WISE-MD tool is used to give a computerized linear description of the patient and the patient-physician interaction from the first visit of patient, diagnostic process, laboratory studies and finally to the postoperative visits.

BioDigital Human - ICT Tool: The BioDigital Human is a 3D platform that gives easy understanding of human anatomy and disease conditions to the health professionals. Benefit of this tool is to use online Human Studio models and save models in your account, share with others health professionals.

Conclusion

ICTs involve information and communication processing using various software. This Software play an important role in storage, accessibility, sharing the information by health care professionals. Management and administration use this latest ICTs tools in the field of health care system to provide better services to dispensing of medicines and patient’s safety. Internet and availability of ICTs facilities also an important, to provide information to health care professionals, patients, and stake holders.
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